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SUMMARY 
A decisive, innovative & detail-oriented Software Engineer with industry experience in Full Stack Development. Looking for an Internship/Full 

time opportunity as a Software Developer or Data Analyst. 

 

ACADEMIC QUALIFICATION 
 Masters in Computer Science from New Jersey Institute of Technology, Newark: Jan-2020 – Dec. 2021                                     3.67 GPA 

 Bachelor of Engineering in Electronics and Telecommunications, Rajiv Gandhi Technical University, India: June -2016         8.2 CGPA 

 

TECHNICAL SKILLS 
 Programming Languages   : Java, R, Python, ESQL, SQL 

 Web Development     : HTML, CSS, JavaScript, NodeJS, JQuery, Bootstrap, Express, EJS 

 Development Ecosystem     : POSTMAN, SOAPUI, RFHUTIL, IIB(WMB), JIRA, Service Now Drive IT, HP Load Runner,  

            Serena(GIT), Android Studio, MQ Explorer  

 Database & Data mining Tools  : SQLDBX, MongoDB, Heroku, MailChimp, DBVisualizer  

 

WORK EXPERIENCE 
Software Engineer, Tata Consultancy Services           01/2017 – 12/2019 

Professional Summary: 

 Experience in implementation of all the phases of SDLC of a project using Agile methodology & have experience of Analysis, Design, 

Development, Implementation, Testing, Production Support, Performance Tuning, Defect Prevention, and Knowledge Management. 

 Proven ability in quick understanding and learning of new technologies and their application in business solutions. 

 Excellent ability to plan, organize, and prioritize my work to meet on-time delivery of my clients and keep customer’s satisfaction at the 

highest level possible. 

 Mentor junior developers on the best practices on developing applications on WebSphere Message Broker development.  

 Managing a team size of four members for the client’s incidents and requests. 

 Reporting status to the client for enhancements and issues. 
 

Project Name:  Connected Vehicle Program Global (CVP), FIAT CHRYSLER AUTOMOBILE 

Brief Description: Multiple applications and services involved in CVP that offers connected services like Remote Operations on the cars, 

Vehicle health Report of the Cars, Telematics Module, Usage Based Insurance, In Vehicle Messenger and User Registration etc. 

 Designed, developed and manually tested various applications/ REST APIs using IBM Integration Bus, JavaScript, NodeJS frameworks 

like ExpressJS, EJS .  

 Worked with DBAs to understand and design the database for the project.  

 Used to be on call support if the project was deployed to further phases. 

 Developed complex message flows for mapping different formats such as fixed length, pipe separated, etc., into XML/JSON and made 

API calls using REST and SOAP components with OAuth and Basic Auth Authentication enabled. 

 Root cause analysis using debugging and error handling. 
 

ACADEMIC PROJECTS ( SourceCode@ https://github.com/gaganshrivastava ) 
WEB CRAWLER  

 Implemented Web Scraping in R using packages like rvest, robotstxt, xml2, tidyr, ggplot2, stringr etc. 

 Objective of this project is to extract various attributes of all the articles published in/after a given input year and export those details in an 

excel sheet. Website from which I extracted the data was “https://almob.biomedcentral.com/”. 

 

ION-SWITCHING PREDICTION MODEL (KaggleLink: https://www.kaggle.com/c/liverpool-ion-switching/, TeamName: CS636G7) 

 Used the ion channel data to model the automatic identification methods and detect individual ion channel events in noisy raw signals. 

 Implemented Random Forest to predict the number of open channels based on electrophysiological signal data with 84 % efficiency. I used 

caret, rpart, randomForest, ggplot2 for data visualization. 

 

SHARE SECRET ANONYMOUSLY (Full Stack Web Application @ https://limitless-stream-02392.herokuapp.com/) 

 Design webApp in which user can share its secret anonymously. Used NodeJS, Express, EJS to create the front-end and functionality to 

interact with MongoDB database. 

 Used passportJS, passport-google-oauth20, passport-local-mongoose to sign up from Google API with oAuth protection and deployed the 

live application on Heroku Server. 

 

COLLEGE LIBRARY DATABASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (Full Stack Web Application) 

 Design and created the Relational Database layout of whole library system. 

 Develop multiple features like Fine Calculation, Return, Borrow or Reissue of Book, Add new Book in System. Develop GUI with the help 

of JSP, HTML. Used JDBC to connect the Database and Application. 
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